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Fig. 1

00 (57) Abstract: The present invention relates to a system (2) and a method for real time detection of the position and behaviour of a
plurality of animals which system comprises radio transmitter tags carried by the animals, where sensors (12) receive signals from

o the tags (10), which system based of time delay of received signals at the sensors from the tags, perform calculation the position of
the animals. It is the first object of the invention to achieve real time position of animal in a limited area (6, 8). The object can be ful
filled by letting the system comprise a computer bases real time position calculation of the position of the animals, which system

o comprises a plurality of fixed reference radio transmitter tags (18), which system continuously based of received signal from the ref
erence tags performs a calibration of the measured position of the animals. By using fixed reference radio transmitters together with
tags that are performing equal radio transmission functions, it is possible by fixed placed sensors to receive first signals from the an -
imal tags, but also signals from the fixed reference radio transmitter tags to perform an automatic calibration of all received signals
from animals.



A system and a method for real time detection of the position and behaviour of a

p!urality of animals

Fie!d of the Invention

The present invention relates to a system and a method for real time detection of the

position and behaviour of a plurality of animals held i one ore more limited areas,

which system comprises radio receiver/transmitter tags carried by the animals, which

system comprises a plurality of sensors, which sensors receives signal from the radi

receiver/transmitter tags carried by the animals, which system based of time ore phase

delay of received signals at the sensors from the rad receiver/transmitter tags placed

at the animal, perform calculation the position of the animals.

Background of the Invention

WO2010DK50065 discloses a system and a method for detecting the behaviour of a

number of animals, such as cattle, where each animal carries at least a number of de-

lectors, which detectors are communicating with a least a f i s processor carried by

the animal, which first processor further communicates with a central processor. The

object of the invention is to detect animal behaviour and transmit data concerning the

animal behaviour to a computer system for further analysis of the data. This object can

b achieved by a system and i the system and method ar further modified by letting

the animal carry an accelerometer and a gyroscope for detecting movement of the a n

imal, which system comprises at least a short-range communication system for trans

mitting data from the first processor to the second central processor. By using an ac

celerometer and a gyroscope placed at a animal, this accelerometer and gyroscope

can detect the behaviour of the animal.

Object of the Invention

It is the first object of the invention to achieve real tim position of animal in a limited

area. A further object is based of the real time position to analyse the behaviour of

each of the animals.



Description of the Invention

The object can be fulfilled by a system a s disclosed i the preamble to claim and

further modified by letting the system comprise a computer bases real time position

calculation of the position of the animals, which system comprises radio receiv-

er/transmitter tags, which system comprises a plurality of fixed reference radio receiv

er/transmitter tags, which system performs a first calculation of the optimal placement

of censors in the restricted area, which system further performs a second calculation of

the optimal placement of the fixed reference radio transmitter tags, which sensors and

fixed reference radio transmitter tags are placed in the limited area according the com-

puter calculation of the optimal position for the sensors and fixed reference radio

transmitter tags, which system continuously based of received signal from the refer

ence radio transmitter tags performs a calibration of the measured position of the ani

mals.

By using fixed reference radio transmitters together with tags that are performing

equal radio transmission functions, it is possible by fixed placed sensors to receive

first signals from the animal tags, but also signals from the fixed reference radio

transmitter tags and in that way by the computer system to perform an automatic cali

bration of all received signals from animals. At least two sensors must receive same

signals from both the animal tag and the fixed tag. In that way, it is possible for the

system by measuring run time or face difference for signals received. Because the tags

have a fixed uplink rate, it is possible by run time difference or face difference in the

received signals to form very precise calculation of the position of the animal tag. If

more sensors are receiving the same signals, it is possible even to get a more precise

position of the tag at the animal. Hereby can be achieved a very precise real time posi

tion indication of a number of animals placed in a restricted area such as in a barn.

Because the real time position is indicated and afterwards stored in the computer sys

tem, it is possible by further data analyses to get a good indication of the behaviour of

the an imals placed in the restricted area or in the barn.

In a preferred embodiment for the invention the system is designed in the area and the

sub area so each sensor is able to communicate with at lest one fixed reference radio

transmitter tag. Hereby can achieved that each time one of the sensors receive a signal



from one of the tags placed at the animals, the sensor will also receive at least one

signal for one of the fixed reference tags. Thereby can the computer system for each

received signal be able to perform an effective correction for any calculation failure of

the detection of the animal tag which probably has been received at more sensors. Op-

crating with runtime calculation or face different calculations for the electronic signals

is critical, because in many situations the direct communication line is maybe not the

signal that gives the most effective signal for the computer system afterwards. But i

the signal received from the fixed radio receiver/transmitter tag has the same failure, it

is easy for the system to correct the position of the fixed tag and perform the same

correction of the animal tag. If that process is performed in more than one direction,

because the signals are received at more sensors placed some distance from each other,

it is able to perform a correction so to say in more than one dimension. Probably in the

practical receiving data from a tag and afterwards receiving data from one of the fixed

tags will always give a signal that is received at a plurality of sensors. It is up to the

computer system to decide which of these signals are to be used. Weak signals detect

ed from sensors maybe over relatively long distance probably also contain more noise

than sensors placed relatively close to the fixed reference radio receiver tag or the r a

dio receiver transmitter tag carried by an animal.

In a further preferred embodiment for the invention, the computer system generates at

least one map indicating the restricted area and the sub area, which map indicate the

position of the sensors, which map further indicates the actual position of the radio

receiver/transmitter tags carried by the animals, which map further indicates the posi

tion of the reference radio receiver/transmitter tags. The map is generated in order to

give a farmer, or any person who has access to a farm, a overview of for example a

herd of cows or other animals which are placed in a restricted area or in a barn. The

map will ver easily indicate if animals are healthy and if they are walking, standing or

sleeping as they are supposed to. Animals that are maybe not part of the herd, but ani

m standing alone indicate on the map that these animals maybe have to be further

inspected. Combined with other computer input such as indication of eating time,

sleeping time, walking time, it is possible i the case of each animal to get an over

view of the health o f that animal.



In a further preferred embodiment for the invention, a user has access to the system by

a computer connection via the internet, whereby the computer connected to the system

has access to at least the map. Hereby is achieved that it is possible from any computer

with access to the internet to be able to get access to a farm computer in that way to

get access to, for example, the map as previously described and further animal details.

The computer system is so that as soon as access by internet is possible also a mobile

phone connection is possible to connect to the computer system. Therefore, different

computer platforms are available.

In a further preferred embodiment for the invention, a user has access to animal details

for each animal monitored by the system. It is possible by the system to select a specif

ic animal and get information relating to that animal. That can be done just from the

map or by a total overview of all animals in the system. In fact, it is possible at the

map to point to one animal and then reach data for that animal.

In a further preferred embodiment for the invention, the system perform an analysis of

the behaviour of the animals, which system based of measured behaviour over defined

time period divide the animals into two or more groups. Looking at the actual position

of an animal over a longer period such as 6 or maybe 2 hours or maybe for an even

longer period, it is possible to detect the behaviour of the animal. Because of different

behaviour of animals, a selection into animal groups is possible. A great number of

groups are in fact possible.

In a further preferred embodiment for the invention, at least a first group of animals

are placed in a group of normal behaviour, and at least a second group of animal de

fined as high activity. At least selecting the animals in relation to activity is easy to

perform in the computer system. The activity of each animal can be combined with

activity the day before or maybe the week before and in that way it can be indicated, if

the behaviour of the animal has changed from normal behaviour into high activity. The

animals indicating high activity could be further subdivided into groups.

In a further preferred embodiment for the invention, the area and sub area are placed

inside at least one barn. It is preferred that the pending patent application as described



is used inside a barn, but it is not limited to indoor use. Placing the sensors inside the

barn, it is important that the sensors are placed so high that the radio signals can pass

above the animals. Also the fixed tags have to be placed at positions where these tags

can be in line of sight radio communication with the sensors In that way, it is possible

to receive relatively good signal strength in the communication. Especially in barns, it

is important that a software system that receives the signals is able to filter out signals

which occur after signal reflection that can take place at every metal surface inside a

barn. These reflective signals have a longer distance to travel and therefore a much

longer time delay. Therefore, it is important that these signals are corrected. Other-

wise, the position of an animal can be indicated more or less outside the barn.

The pending patent application further concerns use of a system for configuration and

operation of a system as previous disclosed the system is used for analyzing time peri

ods the animals spends by pluralities of activities, at least such as eating, sleeping or

walking. The behaviour of the animals could be selected into zones such as at the w a

tering trough, upon feeding, sleeping, definitive out, walk or an unknown group defi

nition. Further selection into zones is also possible such as animals standing or walk

ing.

The present invention also concerns a method for configuration and operation of a

computer system as previously disclosed, which method performs detection of posi

tion and behaviour of a plurality of animals, which animals carries at least one radio

receiver/transmitter tag, which method for implementing and operation of the comput

er system comprising at least the following sequence of steps:

a : define at least one limited area for detection of animals in the computer system,

b : divide the area into a number of sub areas in the computer system,

c : let the computer system calculate a number of sensors for as well the total area as

the sub areas,



d : let the computer system calculate an optimal position for the sensors in the total

area and the sub areas,

e : let the computer system define a number of fixed reference radio receiv-

er/transmitter tags,

f : let the computer system calculate the optimal position for the fixed reference radio

receiver/transmitter tag,

g : place the sensors and reference radio receiver/transmitter tags at the calculated posi

tions,

h : install the system at the area and sub area ,

i : perform a test of the system.

j : use the method for calculating actual position of the animals,

k : use the method for calculating behaviour of the animals.

By the method as described above, it is possible to install a system in a restricted area

or in a barn. By the method, it is possible to indicate the actual position of each animal

that is placed in the restricted area.

In a preferred embodiment for the invention, the method performs a continuously cali

bration of the position of the animals based on the measured position of one or more

reference radio receiver/transmitter tags. Hereby is achieved that there is a continuous

calibration of each single position measurement of an animal. In that way, very precise

position detection is possible. Without the calibration performed, the position of de-

tected animals could have a failure of more than one metre. By the system with a cali

bration of each measured signal, the position of an animal is very precise. Maybe it is

possible in a restricted area to perform a measurement with a failure less than 10 cen

timetres.



In a further preferred embodiment for the invention, where each of the sensors are

communicating with at lest one fixed reference radio receiver/transmitter tags. E spe

cially with the number of fixed reference radio receiver tags, it is assured that each

sensor will receive an uplink from at least one fixed tag. Thereby the calibration can

be performed highly effectively.

In a further preferred embodiment for the invention, the method is used in at least one

barn. It is possible to use the invention as previously described in a barn.

Description of the Drawing

Fig. 1 discloses a possible embodiment for a system.

Fig. 2 shows a preferred embodiment for the invention.

Detai!ed Description of the Invention

Fig. 1 discloses a possible embodiment for a system 2, which system comprises a re

stricted area 6 and/or a restricted sub area 8. In the restricted area 6,8 is indicated ani-

mals 4 . These animals all carry a transmitter tag 10 which in a preferred version

transmit a signal with time intervals controlled in the software of the tag. That means

the tag 10 may transmit a signal one ore more times per second. The system 2 further

comprises a plurality of sensors 12 here indicated at the border of the restricted area

6,8. Further is indicated fixed reference tags 18 here indicated in the middle of the

restricted area 6,8. The system further comprises a farm server 15 which farm server

comprises a position detection system 16. The system 2 generates a map 22 which

map 22 shows the restricted area 6',8' and not shown, but in practice indicating the

animals 4 at the map. The farm server 15 is further connected to the internet 23 and

through the internet 23 there is a connection to any computer 40 that has a necessary

logon access into the farm server 15. Further is the farm server 15 connected over

maybe an optical fibre connection to a back end computer 46. The farm server 15 fur

ther has wireless communication system 50 for connecting mobile devises 52, but

once again communication is on y performed to mobile devises having the necessary

logon information ready, so it is more or less a closed communication from the mobile

devise 52 to the mobile interface 50 and into the computer 15.



In operation, the backend computer 46 by installing a new system will perform a cal

culation of at first the necessary number of sensors 12 for a restricted area 6,8 or a

barn 24 and the computer system 46 will also calculate the placement of sensors 12.

Afterwards will the computer system 46 calculate the necessary reference tags and

their placement in the restricted area 6,8 or the barn 24. Afterwards an installing pro

cess is performed where the sensors and the reference tags 18 have to be placed as

already indicated from the backend computer 46. The installing process also performs

the installation of the server 15, and the connection of that server to the internet and by

the wire communication or optical fibre communication or any other form for com-

munication to the backend computer 46. Hereafter can a test b performed at first

without tagged animals in the restricted area 6,8 and afterwards can animals 4 carrying

the tag 1 b placed in the restricted area 6,8. The system will hereafter perform a in

dication of the position of the animals 4 several times per second. Because the sensors

12 together with signals from tags 10 will receive signals from the fixed tags 18, the

system is able to perform calibration of the measured positions. The computer system

15 can after a short measuring period analyse the activity of the animals 4 . A t relative

ly long time intervals, the server 15 can transmit a report into the backend computer

46. This backend computer 46 can then perform analysis of the behaviour of the ani

mals. This backend computer can then generate rather complicated report without help

from the farm server 15.

Fig. 2 shows a further possible embodiment for the invention by a system 102. The

system 1 2 is indicated as operating in a restricted area 106 or a barn 124. The system

comprises a number of sensors 1 2 which are placed i the restricted area 106. These

sensors 12 are all connected to a hub 113 which hub 3 is further connected to a

switch 117. The switch 1 is further connected to a w i e s access point 113. The

switch 1 17 is further connected to a farm processor 1 5 which farm processor together

with the hub 113 and the switch 17 are placed in a technical room placed nearby the

restricted area 106 or the barn 24. The farm computer 115 can perform communica-

tion to a backend computer such as indicated at the fig. 1 as 46.

I operation all the system can perform measurement of th position of not shown an

imals i the restricted area 106 or the bar 124. Some parameters i the tags 10 (fig 1)



carried by the animals are programmable and by the system, it is possible to get in

contact with the tags carried by al animals. I that way, changes in a programme can

be performed. One of the parameters which can adjusted is the time period between

when the tags perform a transmission. It is possible b a fast computer system to in-

crease the number of transmissions from the tags by reprogramming.



CLAIMS

1. System (2) for real time detection of the position and behaviour of a plurality of

animals (4) held i one ore more limited areas (6,8), which system (2) comprises radio

receiver/transmitter tags (10) carried by the animals (4), which system comprises a

plurality of sensors (12), which sensors (12) receives a signals from the radio receiv

er/transmitter tags (10) carried by the animals (4), w ich system (2) based of ti ore

phase delay of received signals at the sensors (12) from the radio receiver/transmitter

tags (10) placed at the animal (4), perform calculation the position of the animals (4),

characterized in that the system (2) comprises a computer (15) bases real time posi

t i (16) calculation of the position of the animals (4) which system (2) comprises

radio transmitter tags (10), which system (2) comprises a plurality of fixed reference

radio transmitter tags (18), which system (2) performs a first calculation of the optimal

placement of censors (12) i the restricted area, which system further performs a sec

ond calculation of the optimal placement of the fixed reference radio transmitter tags

(18), which sensors and fixed reference radio transmitter tags (18) are placed in the

limited area (6,8) according the computer calculation of th optimal position for the

sensors (12) and fixed reference radio transmitter tags (18), which system (2) continu-

ously based of received signal from the reference radio transmitter tags (10) performs

a calibration of the measured position of the animals (4).

2 . System according to claim 1, characterized in, that the system is designed i the

area (6) and the sub area (8) so each sensor (12) is able to receive data from at least

one fixed reference radio transmitter tags (18).

3 . System according to claim 1 or 2, characterized in, that the computer system gen

erates at least one map (22) indicating the restricted area (6) and the sub area (8),

which map (22) indicate the position of the sensors (12), which map (22) further indi-

cates the actual position (14) of the radio transmitter tags (10) carried by the animals

(4), which map (22) further indicates the position (20) of the reference radio transmit

ter tags (18).



4 . System according to claim 3, characterized in that a user has access to the system

by a computer (40) connection via the internet (23), whereby the computer (40) con

nected to the system has access to at least the map.

5 . System according to claim 4, characterized in that a user has access to animal de

tails for each animal monitored by the system.

6 . System according to claim 5, characterized in that the system perform an analysis

of the behaviour of the anima s which system based of measured behaviour over de-

fined time period divide the animals into two or more groups.

7 . System according to lai 6, characterized in that a first group of animals are

placed in a group of normal behaviour, and a second group of animal of abnormal ac

tivity.

8. System according to one of the claims 1-7, characterized in that the area (6) and

sub area (8) are placed inside at least one bar (24).

9 . Use of a system for configuration and operation of a system as disclosed in one of

the claims 1- 8 characterized in that the system is used for analyzing time periods the

animals spends by pluralities of activities, at least such as eating, sleeping or walking.

10. Method for configuration and operation of a computer system (2) as disclosed in

one of the claims 1-8, for detection of position and behaviour of a plurality of animals

(4), which animals (4) carries at least one radio receiver/transmitter tag (10), which

method for implementing and operation of the computer system (2) comprising at least

the following sequence of steps:

a : define at least one limited area (6) for detection of animals (4) i the computer sys-

tern (2),

b : divide the area (6) into a number of sub areas (8) in the computer system (2),



c : let the computer system (2) calculate a number of sensors (12) for as well the total

area (6) as the sub areas (8),

d : let the computer system (2) calculate an optimal position for the sensors (12) in the

total area (6) and the sub areas (8),

e : let the computer system (2) define a number of fixed reference radio receiv

er/transmitter tags (18),

f : let the computer system (2) calculate the optimal position for the fixed reference

radio receiver/transmitter tag (18),

g : place the sensors (12) and reference radio receiver/transmitter tags (18) at the calcu

lated positions,

h : install the system (2) at the area (6) and sub area (8),

i : perform a test of the system (2).

j : use the method for calculating actual position of the a imal (4),

k : use the method for calculating activity of the animals (4).

11. Method according to claim 9, characterized i that the system (2) performs a con-

tiniiously calibration of the position of the animals (4) based on the measured position

of one or more reference radio receiver/transmitter tag (18).

12. Method according to claim 9 or 11. characterized in, that each of the sensors (12)

is communicating with at st one fixed reference radio receiver/transmitter tags (18).

13. Method according to one of the claims 9-1 1 characterized in. that the method is

used n at least one barn (24).
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